Coverings by minimal transversals  by Payan, C.
In this paper, we give courrterexamples to the conjecture: “Euery nonempty regulur simple 
graph aW&s two disjoint maximal indepewknt sets” [2, 71. For this, we generalize this 
problem to the following: covering the set of vertices of a graph by minimal transversals. An 
equivtilence of this last problem is given. 
Tk conjecture (C): “Every nonempty regular simple graph contains two disjoint 
maximal indeperuknt sets” has been raised by Berge [2] and independently by the 
au&~r [“7]. Cockayne and Hedetniemi have been also working on this problem [4, 
5-J.’ 
We give herein counterexamples to this conjecture by means zf a generalization 
of this problem. 
2. Definitions 
In this paper, ‘Jve will consider only finite, simple, loopless undirected graphs 
G = (V(G), E(G:l) [V(G) is the’ vertex set and E(G) the edge set of G]. All main 
definitions can bc.: found in [l]. 
For eyery grapl!] G and every S c V(G) we shall denote by Gs the subgraph of 
G induced by S. 
y(G) designates 1 he chromatic number of G. 
6(G) designates t!le minimum degree of a vertex of G. 
A(G) designates *he maximum degree. 
tlA E V(G), A is said to be a dominating set of G iff 
VVE V(G)-A 3aEA I{a, U)EE(G) 
P(G) designates the minimum cardinal of a dominating set of G. 
VA 2 V(G), A is said to be a strongly dominating set of G iff 
Vu E V(G) 3a E A 1 (a, v} E E(G). 
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v 3,2 1~ is gw&& to covt~ tk vertiCes of a gcaph G by t minimal 
trcutsoeopals i# tie ex& a strum& dominating set A of G such that y(GJ s t: In 
OPher wtwds 
VfE{1,2,.*-,t}let Si= V(G)- 21, a maximal independent set of G ’ 
s,ns,n* l l ns, =g. 
Therefore A=SIU&Ue** II Sf incbces a subgraph GA of G without isolated 
vertices. Moreover A is a domir\ating; set of G (each 4 k a dominating set of G). 
Hence A b a strongly doknat~le se4 of G such that y(GA) s t. 
(b) Let. A be a t s ~014 y@ d urnbating set of dg; such that y(GJ = k =s t. We can 
pmm A by k maxim& kdqen&nt wt of GA : &, S,, . . e , Sk. Vi’s{ 1, 29 l . . , k) let 
s&S, ar;lzucirna!~~~~:FetoEG.~~c~~Sl.nS~n*~=RS;=Sb. Other- 
wise VuES’1ns$~* l * 
‘1,2,. *. 
nS& D woukl plot be strongly dqn’.nated by A. Vi E 
, k) let T := V(G) - Si. ‘T js a minimal transversal of G ;and T1 U T2 W l l 9 U 
T5. :-- WG :. Hence, it is passibk to cover V(G) by k 6 t minimal tratrsversals. 
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T’hi$ &z& gives a tool for finding t(G). For example, in Figs. 1 and 2 we check 
easiy*&it t(&) = 6(GJ = 3 by loobg for a st-~ongly dominating set of the set of 
the vertices of degree 1 in G1 and 2 in Gz. Theorem 3.1 gives general results on 
t(G). In particular we have (for floofs see [9D: 
A 
Gl (32 
Sig. 1. Fig. 2. 
CON&q 4.1. 
t(G)< Y@), 
t(G)~max{2,A(G)}, 
t(G) s max 0, P(G)} 
for every graph G without isolated vertices. 
Let 9 the family of: (a) line graphs, and more generally graphs without 
subgraph isomorphic +,;, I&; (b) complementary graphs of line graphs; (c) graphs 
of maximum degree A(G) s 3. 
t(G)smax {2,$$) 
for eoery graph G E ST 
In particular every regular graph i’; E 9 satisfies to the conjecture C. 
For general graphs, we shall see that fkzre is no relation between t(G) urtti 
W3IW) and that it is possible to construct regular graphs G with any t(G ). 
there exists a regular graph Gp such that t (G,,) > p. 
S is an i;ldepe&nt tre: of Gp w.ith ($3 vertkes. 
Vu E V(G,) (sz, v} E E(C‘i’,) .L4 v E S, (resp. S’,) and i E 2. 
(a) It is easy to check that Gp % ir regular graph sf degree d 
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Let Y={i,j,. . . , k)U(u,a, I<. .,t} 
(Y(d2p. 
LetZ={l,2,...,4p}--Y 
kt LkZIIUl=2p. srJES is not 
a strongly dominating sek of S. 
achieved. 
strongh, dominated1 by B. Therefore B is not 
This leilds to a contradiction. The proof is 
Hence, for p = 2. we obtain a regular graph of degFee d = 280 and with 630 
vertices which satisfy the conjecture C. 
In a similar way, it is possible to obtain a counterexample of lower degree but 
with more vertices (n == 25.?, 1 ‘VI = 840). 
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